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by Charlotte Pla
World Editor

The tickets were pricey and so was the formal wear, but it was all 
worth it at the end of the night. Saturday, Apr. 23, marked LGHS’ third 
annual Junior Prom since its resurrection. Junior class president Nat 
Redfern and junior class vice president Tommy Seaman have been 
planning the event since the first semester of the school year, and 
with the help of the junior leadership class, they were able to pull off 
one for the books.

Upon entering the small gym, all prom goers noticed the light up 
dance floor and the line that the caricature artist’s stand had acquired. 
The theme this year, a night in New York City, carried over well as 
the students had their features over-exaggerated by the artist located 
underneath a student-built pavilion. Along another wall of the gym 
was a photographer taking photos of students draped in silly props 
over their suits and dresses.

Surrounding the dance floor were tables where dancers could 
catch their breath or enjoy some of the provided snacks, although the 
aforementioned lit up dance floor was definitely a main attraction for 
students who practiced some their rehearsed dance moves.

As for the DJ, LGHS has historically picked either the worst or the 
best DJ’s for school dances, but this DJ fell into the gray area between 
the two extremes. It is a given that all juniors, some against their own 
will, side stepped to the right for the Cupid Shuffle and hopped three 
times to the Cha Cha Slide, but this DJ also tapped into popular Vine 
culture by playing almost every Fetty Wap song, as well as Hit the 
Quan. Students found little jurisdiction over what music was played 
through the request sheet.

Though past junior class presidents have yet to fail to impress their 
classmates with Junior Prom, this year’s dance had a never-been-done-
before aspect: an enclosed outdoor “park.” The entrance of the gym 
was marked by a red carpet that led outside into a miniscule version of 

Central Park. Benches and outdoor patio furniture clustered underneath 
a tent accommodated sweaty students taking breaks from embarrassing 
their dates with their funky moves. The outdoor area also housed most 
of the snacks, making it the hotspot of the night.

As the night rounded to a close and students got in their cars to go 
to their after parties, the hits became classics, including Crazy in Love 
by Beyoncé and Fergalicious by Fergie, and the few stragglers were left 
to enjoy the semi-empty dance floor to themselves.

The 2016 Junior Prom was a night for new traditions, beautiful 
gowns, dapper suits, lots of photos, proud parents, and a lot less proud 
parents the morning after.

LG to host annual Spring Wine Walk
by Rowyn van Miltenburg
News Editor

On Sat., Apr. 30, wine lovers from around the Bay Area will flock to 
downtown Los Gatos for the town’s annual Spring Wine Walk. The event, 
which is sponsored by the Los Gatos Visitor’s Bureau and Chamber of 
Commerce, begins at 1:30 pm and lasts until 5:30 pm. 

Alex Hult, the president of the Chamber of Commerce as well as 
the owner of Hult’s Restaurant, describes the event as “a wine walk 
on steroids, with an all-star lineup.” That all-star lineup includes wine 
from 43 wineries, as well as food from various restaurants across town. 
With his or her 50 dollar ticket, each attendee receives a souvenir wine 
glass at event registration. Attendees then make their way through 
downtown, tasting wine and eating food along the way.

Some of the wineries pouring that afternoon include Satori Cellars, 
Russian Ridge Winery, Wrights Station Vineyard and Winery, Silver 
Oak Cellars, and Los Gatos’ own Testarossa Winery. Hult says that it 
is important to “have food that matches the wine,” so food will be 
provided by old Los Gatos favorites, like Forbes Mill Steakhouse and 
the Los Gatos Coffee Roasting Company, as well as newer restaurants 
in town like Nasch and Bywater. Several shops around town are also 
participating in the event, including Kitsch Couture, Williams-Sonoma, 
and the Village House of Books.

For the first time, the Wine Walk is partnering with a free wine app 
called Vindora. Vindora allows attendees to map out their walk and 
also rate the wines they have tasted. According to Hult, this feature 
is helpful because “you can create your own library of wines that you 
like or dislike. It will even direct you where to buy the wines you like.”

In addition to food and wine, rock band Rusty will be perform-

ing at the Town Plaza on the corner of Main Street and North Santa 
Cruz Avenue. More wine and food will be set up at the Town Plaza for 
attendees to enjoy as well.

The Wine Walk’s 850 tickets are already sold out and the waitlist 
is full, so Downtown Los Gatos is sure to be hopping this Saturday.
(Sources: San Jose Mercury News, Los Gatos Chamber of Commerce)
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MOUNTAIN WINERY: Located in Saratoga, it is one of many local wineries in the Walk.
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ALL SMILES: Noah Gundotra and Carrington Ratcliff pose for a pre-prom photo.

MUGGIN’ IT: Junior Vanessa Kao and friends pull a straight face for cameras.

SAY CHEESE: Shea Filardo and Annie Mezheritskaya take pictures before the fun night.
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